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OAIR Summary

The Outside Activity and Interest Reporting application for faculty and 
Investigators:
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Relevant interests 
(such as equity 

holdings, ownership, 
and fiduciary

Relationships)

Relationships
that constitute

outside professional 
activities

Guidance on “What to include?”

https://vpr.harvard.edu/files/ovpr-test/files/oair-what_to_include.pdf?m=1607712489


OAIR + GMAS Integration Counts
January 15-February 7
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OAIR Submission Counts
January 15-February 7
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Certification Type & Status by School FAS/SEAS HGSE HMS/HSDM SPH Total
Research Initiated Update (GMAS Integration-Initiated)
Draft (not yet submitted) 4 2 25 9 40
Administrative Review 2 3 1 1 7
Administrative Review: Response Pending 2 1 3
No Review Required 11 18 10 39
Review Complete 4 11 18 33
Withdrawn (discarded from consideration) 9 2 11

21 5 66 41 133
Disclosure Update (Faculty Initiated)
Draft (not yet submitted) 3 10 3 16
Administrative Review 5 1 2 8
Administrative Review: Response Pending 3 2 5
No Review Required 2 4 4 10
Review Complete 3 8 6 17
Withdrawn (discarded from consideration) 1 1

14 26 17 57
Annual Certification (FAS Cycle Initiated Feb 1)
Draft (not yet submitted) 710 710
Administrative Review 177 177
Administrative Review: Response Pending 4 4
No Review Required 335 335
Review Complete 9 9
Withdrawn (discarded from consideration) 3 3

1238 1238
Grand Total 1273 5 92 58 1428



GMAS + OAIR Integration
High-level summary
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Proposal 
In GMAS

Award
In GMAS

Investigators on
Research Team

Investigators on
Research Team

Information sent to OAIR and evaluated 
against policy requirements*
Certification on file.

Investigators with certification on 
file in last 12 months. Reminded of 
policy, no action required. 

*Investigators responsible for the design conduct or reporting on HMS or PHS+ projects are subject to 
these requirements.

Investigators without certification 
on file in last 12 months. Required 
to submit a research certification.

Status sent back 
to GMAS approval

Information sent to OAIR and evaluated 
against policy requirements*
Research certification required.

All investigators are required to 
submit a research certification. 
Review is completed.

Review completed on research 
certifications submitted at proposal 
(if not completed already).

Status sent back 
to GMAS approval



OAIR + GMAS Resources
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GMAS
• GMAS Job Aid

https://gmas.fss.harvard.edu/outside-
activity-and-interest-reporting-oair-and-
gmas-integration

• GMAS Release Overview
https://gmas.fss.harvard.edu/news/gma
s-release-156

• GMAS Blog
https://gmas.fss.harvard.edu/blog

• GMAS Help: 
contactgmas@harvard.edu

General
• eNews

https://admin-
enews.eureka.harvard.edu/

OAIR
• OAIR Fact Sheet

https://ras.fss.harvard.edu/files/ras/files/
oair_project_-_fact_sheet.pdf

• OAIR Job Aids
https://ras.fss.harvard.edu/oair-job-aids

• OAIR Info Sessions (for OAIR users):
https://ras.fss.harvard.edu/calendar

• Investigators without HUID
https://ras.fss.harvard.edu/files/ras/files/
oair_guidance_-
_investigators_without_a_harvardkey.p
df

• OAIR Help: oairhelp@harvard.edu

OVPR
• Policy and definitions

https://vpr.harvard.edu/OAIR

https://gmas.fss.harvard.edu/outside-activity-and-interest-reporting-oair-and-gmas-integration
https://gmas.fss.harvard.edu/news/gmas-release-156
https://gmas.fss.harvard.edu/blog
mailto:contactgmas@harvard.edu
https://admin-enews.eureka.harvard.edu/
https://ras.fss.harvard.edu/files/ras/files/oair_project_-_fact_sheet.pdf
https://ras.fss.harvard.edu/oair-job-aids
https://ras.fss.harvard.edu/calendar
https://ras.fss.harvard.edu/files/ras/files/oair_guidance_-_investigators_without_a_harvardkey.pdf
mailto:oairhelp@harvard.edu
https://vpr.harvard.edu/OAIR


WAIT@HARVARD
WEB-BASED AGREEMENT IDENTIFICATION TOOL



WHY “WAIT”?

 Defining the ‘Problem of Contracts’:
 Legal agreements impact University researchers and administrators on a 

daily basis;
 Agreements are non-standard and arrive on campus through varied 

avenues; and
 Workflow processes and associated compliance efforts are only effective if 

agreement types are properly identified.



WHY “WAIT”?

 WAIT is a Web-based Agreement Identification Tool designed to assist the research community with 
the accurate identification and routing of legal agreements at their university, reducing business risks 
and resulting in more efficient review.

 Funded by NCURA and developed at Harvard,WAIT is structured around a series of yes/no questions 
that eliminates the need for specialized contracting knowledge, enabling institutional adopters to 
realize three immediate benefits:

 a reduction in delays in the contract negotiation process;

 Less time spent by university officials triaging and re-routing misidentified legal agreements within 
their institutions; and

 Enhanced customer service and administrative transparency, at little or no cost to the university.



DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Using Harvard’s Legal Agreements Workflow as a reference, WAIT currently provides identification and routing 
information for the following agreement types:

Sponsored Research Agreements Material Transfer Agreements

Non-funded Agreements MOUs

Service Agreements Gifts

Data Use Agreements Non-disclosure Agreements

 Each of these agreement types is distilled into identifiable components (e.g., includes funding, incorporates a 
defined statement of work) that form the basis of the WAIT decision tree. 

 The decision tree logic was tested in three different phases, involving research administrators across the 
University (UAT, HMS and SPH).



DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION



DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

And now for a live demonstration….



KEY TAKEAWAYS

 Accurate agreement identification and routing is integral to Harvard’s sponsored 
reporting and compliance efforts.

 WAIT is designed to streamline agreement triage and review, improving the level of 
service offered to our research community.

 WAIT remains adaptable to Harvard needs and can be readily customized to include 
a broader scope of agreements or otherwise revise the existing workflow 
information.



NEXT STEPS

 Upon the launch of WAIT in late February/early March 2021, a link to the tool, demo 
video, and associated User Guide will be available on the OSP website, along with an 
announcement on OSP Research Administration Listserv.

 Roadshow presentations will also be coordinated with interested offices.

 The project team will maintain a dedicated Inbox (WAIT_assist@Harvard.edu) for 
questions and suggestions for process improvement. 

mailto:WAIT_assist@Harvard.edu


Updates to 
Procurement Policy 
& 
Sponsored Cost 
Allocation Methodology 
Guidance

Research Management 
Meeting
February 2021



Procurement Policy changes

New Contract Thresholds – Effective January 1, 2021, higher bid thresholds, reducing formal bid process requirements.

Harvard Preferred Vendors – Require two or more quotes on federal funds for purchases >$50,000. 

• Purchases over $50,000 on federal or cost-share funds require a completed Vendor Justification Form (VJF) even when using a Preferred 
Vendor.

Updated Vendor Justification Form (VJF) – clearer and easier to use with examples. Schools must upload a completed VJF into the Buy-to-Pay 
(B2P) System for any federal or cost-share purchases over $50,000 or select appropriate drop-down explanation if no VJF is required. 

Changes to Debarment Form Requirements – Debarment forms required only for purchases made with federal contracts, or cost-share 
accounts of $35,000 or more. 

Updated Procure-to-Pay Manual – updated manual will include guidelines regarding the proposal processes and contract template language.

Record Retention - The Buy-to-Pay System (B2P) will retain all materials uploaded into the system indefinitely. This includes the complete Buy-
to-Pay suite; Supplier Portal, eProcurement/AP, Contract Management and Sourcing. Materials retained include the electronic record, invoice, 
vendor justification form, independent contractor questionnaire, and any other materials uploaded. 





Short video 
tutorials

Recording of 
Info session 

from 
12/8/20

Decision 
table from 
previous 

slide

Information found on the OSP 
Procurement webpage

https://osp.finance.harvard.edu/procurement


Sections of the Sponsored Cost Allocation Methodology 
Guidance include

Valid Criteria for an Allocation Methodology

Best Practices

Timing and Compliance Considerations

Unacceptable Practices

Documentation Practices

Appendix: table outlining common methodologies and examples across expense types

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AppendixCommon Sample MethodologiesProvides the rational behind 5 commonly used methodologies, examples would be FTEs, Headcount, or Experiments Performed.Examples of allocation methodologies by Cost Type:Provides examples of allocation methodologies one can use across 7 types of expenses, examples would be how to allocate animal per diem, lab supplies, research computing, or rent.



Review updates and 
register!

Attend training for the Sponsored 
Cost Allocation Methodology on 
2/23, 11-12 AM

Attend training for updates on the 
Procurement Policy on 2/22, 2-3 PM 
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